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corsica
paradise of adventure racing
Corsica is a paradise of adventure racing. If on the scale of the planet the Island of Corsica is a grain of sand, on the scale of human,
Corsica is a real 6 °
Continent.

Corsica is real Adventure island and it is not the fate if the first
Adventure Race in Europe, the oldest big adventure race in the
world takes place every year on the island of Beauty: 8 722 km2
in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea in landscape extremely
diversfied where each region has its specicities.
Thanks to its insularity, thanks to its climates, thanks to its reliefs,
thanks to the sea, combined on a small island, Corsica allows
to discover in a few days that
would be needed months
somewhere else to know.
The warm sea sometimes as in the tropics associated
with wild coastlines as in New Zealand, plains and foothills green as in Venezuela, mountains with glacial
lakes such as Canada, the snow-capped peaks as in the
Alps .. . Corsica Island Beauties on only 8,000 km2 offering to the Corsica Raid the most beautiful playgroung
for adventure.
On the Corsica Raid Aventure we can be sea kayaking in the Calanques de Piana and believe that we are in the Great American Canyon, meander on the limestone cliffs of Bonifacio and feel in the heart of the Gorges du Verdon with the sea as a bonus, get down on
a canyon to the sea as in Greenland but here in a sea at 25 °
C, cross a desert in mountain
bike as in the Moroccan Atlas, climbing the slopes of the snow-capped peaks as if we were
in Nepal but here contemplating the sea with your foots in the snow.

Corsica has a natural environment which is one
of the most unique in the world. The mountain
is everywhere on the island : more than 100
peaks rising over 2,000 m above sea level and 43
high mountain lakes of glacial origin. And this
mountain is surrounded by 1000 km of wild and
unspoilt coast.
Corsica, a real mountain in the sea can go in a
flash from gold beaches to high mountain ranges : at only 25 km from the coastline
stands the Monte Cintu, highest point of Corsica: 2707 meters!
Corsica is the paradise of adventure race and the
territory will let you know everything: sea, coastline,
desert, lush plains, river, forest, mountain, and snow
! So naturally the Corsica Raid Aventure is a race that
offers Nature sports tests as rich and varied as Corsica. A dreamming sea, rivers where whitewater is
alert queen, plains and mountains with thousand
reliefs and hundreds geological and plant diversity,
pretexts rocky walls for breathtaking ropes courses,
high-mountain where it’s feet in the snow that the
sea can be admired, all in exceptional landscapes!
About the rich heritage, cultural, historical and linguistic
of the Land of Corsica, they carry potential for discovery
that are true treasures that we do everything to let you
know, discover and share.
The Corsican Land Earth combines all the magnificence
that holds the planet and offers it to the Corsica Raid
Aventure. And you can count on our passion for you to
taste it all!
Welcome to Corsica, Corsica Raid Aventure Land
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